
BEAUTY IN THE BLUEST EYE ESSAY

Blue eyes, blonde hair, and pale white skin was the definition of beauty. Toni Morrison takes the reader into the life of a
young girl through Morrisonâ€™s exceptional novel, The Bluest Eye. The novel displays the battles that Pecola
struggles with each and every day.

Her self-contempt grows in direct correlation to her desire for blue eyes, or achieving the white standard of
beauty. The contempt from her mother and the rest of the community for her pregnancy quickly becomes
distorted for Pecola. The society within The Bluest Eye, just as our society, establishes a standard of beauty
that its members must conform to. Geraldine is an example of the devastating effects of conforming standard
of beauty, even if it is reached. This also reinforces Pecola's view that physical beauty is a means of being
respected and treated well. Eventually, her youth fades and Claudia falls subject to the social beliefs imposed
upon her. Young people can establish good family relationships in various ways. Denied as a species. Not only
is the novel focused on the effect of these unrealistic standards of beauty on young black girls, but it also
shows how it affects others, such as the adult women in the novel as well. The fact that a rigid standard of
beauty is established, and all of the members of the community are pressured to conform to it, causes
overwhelming effects on those who do fit it, and those who merely try. She was the only member of her class
who sat alone at a double desk" Morrison  Both people who reach the standard of beauty, and those who try,
are never really satisfied with who they are. The main problem of this book is the ugly concept that "darkness"
has neither value nor beauty. Prioritizing white features as the standard for beauty proves itself as being a
socially constructed ideal - something many people strive for, but cannot properly attain. Although this does
not seem important to the man behind the counter, Pecola picks up on and understands all of his movements
and thoughts. In magazines, movies, and on cups, only white beauty is celebrated as beautiful, leaving women
of color out of the picture - or typically, in the background. These boys demonstrate a blind embrace of white
domination. Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student. By becoming "beautiful", Geraldine is
actually becoming like everyone else. Beauty is not a mere opinion of a person, so it contradicts the principle.
Power seeps into the pores of society rather than occupying a single-state site; over time power becomes part
of the habitual everyday procedures and operations of such social institutions as the school, the hospital, and
the workplace. Though convinced she has received her greatest wish, Pecola is left unsatisfied. Pecola realizes
the shopkeeper does not even acknowledge her as a human being worth looking at, because, Pecola believes,
she is ugly. This standard of beauty is established by the society in which they live, and then supported by
members of the community. Then Pekora and her parents returned to the store. The relationship between the
couple is very machinelike and without feeling. This obsession of retaining the standard of beauty also
separates the women from their family. If she looked different, beautiful, maybe Cholly would be different,
and Mrs. Black people and black culture is looked down upon as being dirty and inappropriate. Pecola thinks
that her father does not care about her because she is not beautiful. This reinforces her attitude that beauty is
the only way to gain any respect from others. Get your price writers online Pecola was an eleven year old
black girl who feels as if being white is the true meaning of beauty to society and to herself. I see it different, I
see these people as unique. Geraldine, and the other women like her work their entire life to reach and
maintain a standard of beauty. Cholly, Pecola's father, rapes her without any real concern for her feelings. She
feels that if she becomes beautiful, her parents will no longer fight, her family will not be poor, and her father
will no longer be a rapist.


